Introduction
I am a junior at Grand Canyon University. My Degree that I am working towards is Digital Design and Animation and this internship helped me be familiar with scientific instruments and idea and learn what my job will be like in the future.

My internship this summer was focused on redesigning business cards for communications and a poster to advertise social media.

Design
The design of the business card and poster were created to promote Slac’s website and social channels.

The inspiration behind the design were icons that represent the different sectors that are within Slac. I chose these icons because they go well with the layout that I chose. There is a qr code included in the design that links to all the social medias listed and makes it easier to access.

Working on this project helped me practice in using adobe softwares and thinking outside the box in creating something unique and fun but represents a meaning.

Conclusions
This summer I have learned to create new and exciting things that has helped social media with the improvements on their business cards and posters. This experience has helped me with my communication and finding out what I can do to help benefit communications and their work.
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